Golf Club Alterations and Repairs—a Professional Shop Manual of Instructions, by Kenneth Smith. Price, $1.00. The title may seem top-heavy for a book of 32 pages, but this aid to better and quicker club repairs contains the distilled experience of Smith’s 40 years of club making and repairing. With appropriate illustrations, virtually every aspect of this specialized field is covered, from applying grips of various types to altering wood heads. Special tools for these operations are available from Smith’s golf shop equipment and supply department—a non-profit division of the author’s business. Copies may be obtained by writing to Kenneth Smith, Box 41, Kansas City, Mo. 64141.

Adventures in Golf or How to Golf Your Troubles Away. Written and illustrated by Don Herold. Published by Franklin Watts, Inc., 575 Lexington Ave., New York 22, N.Y., Price, $2.95. Herold, a successful veteran in enjoying golf and a star at applying humor in advertising, produces an amusing and definitely helpful book for the average golfer. In relating his experiences Herold shows how to escape strain and go at golf so that even if you’ve got a naturally sour, miserable, bellyaching, no-good disposition you can sort of keep it under control and not ruin your own game.